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B O O K  R E V I E W S  

e d i t e d  h . r :  H ,  PE'I'SCHE a n d  JOHN R .  HUGHES 

The dominant focus. FJt~troi~ddogit'M investigations.- 
V. S. Ilusinov (Transl. edited by R. W. Dory). (Plenmn, 
New York, 1973, 220 p~ S32,50). 

Although the theory of the dominant in brain function 
{Ukhtomskii 191 I) has been an important area of brain 
research in Soviet laboratories, probably few Western 
neuroscientists know much about the theoD'. This mono- 
graph should fill thai .mlp. 

The dominant focus concept is best explained by a 
specific example. An indwelling electrode is placed on a 
rabbit's "'motor cortex" and weak anodai current is applied 
at the site ,,,,here. if the current were greater, foot flexion 
would result. Alter a period of time and even minutes after 
the anodal polarization is turned o11. an auditop,: or photic 
stimulus produces fool flexion. The dominant t '~us is 
characterized as having increased and prolonged excitability. 
a stable level of excitability and it shows summation of 
excilation. Rusinov's theme is that for  the brain a dominant 
is a general principle and various dominants control ,~cti~ ily 
of the nervous s~cstem, His book is a compilation of di~'¢l 
and all too frequently indirect research results and ideas to 
support 1his thesis, l,te examines how l'tx:i of excitation are 
converled into dominants, the rdationships bet~ ¢¢!) cortical 
and subcorlical dominants and a number of problems 
relating 1o ek,~trophysiological investigations of dominants, 

It is not possible to lind in Rnsinov's writing a p,~.'cise 
and ~Ltisfying explanation of the basic mechanisms under- 
lying a dominant, This picture seems to  be sketched: Anodai 
polarization of the cortex afftg'ts apical dendrites and inter- 
neurons in the upper layer as well as far removed afferent- 
t~ceiving areas, but Ibr the latter no mechanism is de~ribed. 
Cell bodies are depolarized as well as dendrites but he cites 
evidence, which to this reviewer is unconvincing, that a more 
likely route to increased excitability in the dominant is via 
synaptic mechanisms (undefined). Neurons increase their 
firing rate in a dominant and develop temporary inter- 
connections. But because slow potential {DC) shifts occur 
within a dominant, Rusinov believes extracellular electro- 
tonic fields exert electrical effects upon neurons to produce 
temporary connections. His theory is unclear on this point. 
Although an electrical field surrounding a discharging 
neuron may effect the excitability of a neighboring neuron 
this reviewer knows of no evidence that synchronous poten- 
tial changes {DC) within a population of neurons may be a 
means of communication among the neurons. Something 

may have keen lost in translation and it is 11ot clear exactly 
how Rusinov proposes temporary connections are esta- 
blished. 

Rusinov's temporary connection is an importan, idea 
for his theme since it is invoked as the basis for a mechanism 
of memory. Further. what happens in the Ibrmation of a 
dominant, namely excitability changes and dcvelolx'd tem- 
p o r a l  connections, is propo~-d as an analog.,,, for what takes 
place in a pathological focus in human cortex, lion, ever. at 
least in the Western literature and considering Rusinov's 
references, much more is known about the electrical and 
excitable properties of neurons in and around pathological 
foci than is kno~vn about a dominant. 

The citing of experimental support for land against) th,- 
basis of the concept of a dominant locus is no~vhere nearly as 
comprehensive as it could be. Rusinov's theme could have 
been made stronger lot weaker) if he had brought to bear 
data from morphological studies ofcerebral cortex, especially 
eh.'ctron microscopic ~ork.  electrophysiological investiga- 
tions ola excitability properties of cortical neurons, work on 
afferent convergence into cortex and studies on cortical 
areal interrelationships. Some of this work is probaaly not 
familiar to Soviet neuroscientisls but sin:e an English 
translation was made for Western readers, one wonders 
aboul the amounl of serious auention v.hich will be given Io 
Rusino~'s monogiaph by tho~  Western 11eu1"oscientists ~'ho 
are inos! active i11 research o11 cortical excitability, t '~i, 
melnory, and plastic phellomena and ~ho may need con- 
vincing thai Rusinov's theme of tile dominant tbcus is ~orlh 
serious study, 

It is a pity thai when the occasional scientific book in the 
Russian language appears in English translation it i~ expen- 
sive. This one is over 16C page of text and figures. But the 
worth of this book must be judged by the basis of its science. 
especialb in terms of whether oi" 11ol the theories and ideas 
presented contribute to the understanding of brain funcUon 
and to the generation of critical experiments. Rusinov's 
Inonograph with its provocative theme deserves to be read 
by Western neuroscientists. Some will find stimulating ideas. 
others will at least appreciate being informed about the 
research interests and approaches of a highly regarded 
Soviet neuroscientist. 
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